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Numerical solutionAbstract This paper is concerned to investigate the radiation effect on hydromagnetic flow along a
vertical impermeable wavy texture. The wavy texture is considered to be heated with uniform flux.
The flow behavior over the geometry is modeled through the partial differential equations and then
non-similar solution is obtained by an highly efficient well known Keller-box method. To show the
accuracy and validity of the code and developed results, a comparison is made with those available
in the literature for the limiting case Rd ¼ 0 and M ¼ 0. It has been noticed that the produced
results are in good concordance with the previously reported results. The outcomes of the associated
parameters such as radiation–conduction parameter, amplitude of the waviness, Prandtl number
and magnetic parameter with flow and heat transfer rates are explained through various graphs.
It is noticed that the flow and heat transfer rates can be controlled through the variation of
radiation–conduction parameter. Most importantly, the increase in the amplitude of waviness
lessens the flow of fluid and heat transfer rate in the boundary layer.
 2016 Faculty of Engineering, Alexandria University. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an
open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
Roughened or irregular surfaces transfer more heat energy
than the plane surfaces. So, the outside layer of the objects is
made deliberately non-uniform or irregular to maximize the
heat transfer rate through it in many engineering and indus-
trial applications. It is due to the fact that rough surfaces expe-
dite the mixing process of the fluid particles and ultimately
heat transfer rate exalts. Some applications of non-uniform
surfaces are solar thermal collectors (absorb heat throughsunlight), condensers (maximum heat transfer rate occurs)
and industrial heat radiators, etc. It is therefore that the inves-
tigation of the flow over the irregular surface has attracted
many researcher in different fields in last many decades. Yao
[1] was among the earlier researchers who took into account
the natural convection flow in a Newtonian fluid along a wavy
texture by considering the waviness of the surface as sinusoidal
function. He used transformation method to compute the
results for targeted study. He observed that heat transfer rate
can be made double by introducing the wavy surface. In later
study, Moulic and Yao [2] extended the work of Yao [1] by
considering the heat flux at the wall instead of constant wall
temperature. In another article [3], they also incorporated
force convection component and concluded that the obtained
results for the wavy surface are similar as that of flat plate.
2222 T. Javed et al.The hydromagnetic boundary layer flow over a wavy texture
was elaborated by Hussain and Pop [4]. They considered that
the surface is moving with uniform speed. They used Sine func-
tion for the construction of wavy surface. Later on, Alam et al.
[5] also investigated the hydromagnetic flow over a wavy sur-
face in the absence of the motion of wavy surface and found
the magnetic effect on heat and fluid flow. The natural convec-
tion along cone whose surface is considered as sinusoidal was
studied numerically by Pop and Na [6]. Cheng and Wang [7]
used micropolar fluid to study the forced convective flow over
the surface of wavy texture. In last decade, Hossain and Rees
[8] discussed the heat and mass diffusion from a vertical wavy
surface as a natural convection in terms of shear stress, rate of
heat transfer, etc. Later on, theoretical studies on natural and
mixed convection flows over the different shapes of objects
with constant heat flux, variable viscosity and heat genera-
tion/absorption are discussed in various studies [9–15].
The study of theoretical investigations on thermal radiation
effect with convective heat transfer has gained great impor-
tance especially for the processes involving high temperature
in different mega machines and mechanism developed for
practical purposes of power generation and its storage. It is
therefore that many researchers considered different geome-
tries to investigate the radiation effect such as, Hossain and
Takhar [16] discussed the effect of thermal radiation on an
incompressible fluid, flowing over a horizontal plane having
constant surface temperature. They obtained non-similarity
solution numerically in the form of shear stress and rate of
heat transfer at the wall. Hossain et al. [17] provided attention
in this area of research by incorporating the thermal radiation
effect to the fluid flow along a vertical permeable plate which
was heated uniformly. The fluid was assumed as incompress-
ible and optically dense in nature and they found non-similar
solution by using three different techniques for the extensive
ranges of different parameters namely surface heating param-
eter, Prandtl number and radiation parameter. Raptis et al.
[18] analyzed the asymmetric flow over semi-infinite stationary
plate numerically by considering the fluid of electrically con-
ducting nature. Siddiqa et al. [19] considered the radiation
influence over a heated vertically erected wavy texture. They
used iterative numerical procedure to compute the solution
of dimensionless partial differential equations for the wide
range of involving parameters especially the radiation effect.
They expressed their solution also by means of streamlines
as well. The radiation effect on the flowing fluid over an elon-
gating sheet was investigated by Sajid and Hayat [20]. The
radiation influence on hydromagnetic flow of a second grade
fluid was presented by Hayat et al. [21]. They used similarity
transformation to reduce their problem into coupled ordinary
differential equations and found the solution in series form.
Molla et al. [22] studied the radiation influence on natural con-
vection flow from a horizontal circular cylinder. They found
solution of obtained boundary layer equations by using
straight forward finite difference method and Keller-box
method. The problem of mixed convection flow by considering
the effect of thermal radiation along a vertically erected wavy
surface was discussed by Molla and Hossain [23]. Theoretical
studies on radiation made over the different geometries are
given in the Refs. [24–26].
The perusal of literature suggests that the radiation effect
on MHD free convection flow over the vertical wavy surface
in case of constant surface heat flux has not yet beeninvestigated by any author and therefore the present study is
dedicated to this problem. In present work, the leading
equations for the considered problem are reshaped to non-
dimensional form which are numerically simulated by an
accurate and highly proficient finite difference technique
named as Keller-box method. The results are compared for
M ¼ 0 and Rd ¼ 0 with those given by Pop et al. [27] and
Siddiqa et al. [19]. It is found that our outcomes have excellent
consistency with previous studies.
2. Mathematical formulation
Let us assume that the natural convection flow of an incom-
pressible fluid is being carried out along a vertically erected
wavy texture, which has uniform surface heat flux. The fluid
is assumed electrically conducting. Further, the flow is
assumed as steady, incompressible and is subjected to uniform
applied magnetic field which is implemented vertically to the
wavy surface. In present analysis, the Reynolds number is
assumed to be very small due to which the magnetic field
induced remains lesser than that of applied magnetic field
and is therefore ignored. The assumed physical nature of the
wavy surface can be defined by the formula
r xð Þ ¼ a sin 2px=Lð Þ with a being amplitude and L is the char-
acteristic length of the periodic wave. Let the constant heat
flux be qw and the ambient temperature be T1. The shape of
the wavy texture is presented in Fig. 1. Under these assump-
tions, the leading equations of the problem under discussion
along Boussinesq approximations are written as follows
[1,2,14,15].
Continuity equation:
@u
@x
þ @v
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¼ 0; ð1Þ
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Energy equation:
u
@T
@x
þ v @T
@y
¼ k
qCp
r2T 1
qCp
r  qr; ð4Þ
where x and y are Cartesian dimensional coordinate system
along the vertically erected wavy texture and normal respec-
tively with u and v being the velocity components in respective
directions. Here p represents the pressure, b represents thermal
expansion coefficient, B0 represents the magnetic field strength,
r0 represents the thermal conductivity of the fluid,m represents
the kinematic viscosity, q is the fluid density, g represents the
gravitational pull, T represents the temperature, Cp is the
specific heat, k is the fluid’s thermal conductivity and qr is
the radiative heat flux. The boundary condition for physical
problem can be modeled as
u ¼ 0; v ¼ 0; k n  rT  ¼ qw at y ¼ r xð Þ
u ¼ 0; T ¼ T1; p ¼ p1 as y!1
)
; ð5Þ
where n being the unit vector perpendicular to the wavy texture
and p1 being the free stream pressure outside boundary layer.
Figure 1 The physical model of the problem.
Table 1 Grid independence test for the computed solution
when a ¼ 0:2; M ¼ 1; Pr ¼ 1 and Rd ¼ 2.
Number of grid points
in g-direction from 0 to
20
Number of grid points
in x-direction from 0
to 1
f00ðx; 0Þ hðx; 0Þ
100 10 2.3940 0.4019
300 50 2.3914 0.3539
500 100 2.3906 0.3544
500 150 2.3904 0.3545
1000 100 2.3906 0.3544
1000 150 2.3904 0.3545
2000 200 2.3904 0.3545
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ing equation as were suggested by Takhar [16] are
x¼ x
L
;y¼ yr xð Þ
L
Gr1=5;p¼ L2qm2Gr4=5ðpp1Þ;u¼ qLl Gr2=5u
v¼ qLl Gr1=5 vrxuð Þ;h¼ TT1qwL
h i
kGr1=5;r xð Þ¼ r xð Þ
L
;rx¼ drdx¼ drdx
9=
;: ð6Þ
Incorporating the above listed transformations and ignor-
ing the small order terms of Grashof number Gr we get the
reshaped equations as
u
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with Gr ¼ gbqwL4=km2 being the Grashof number. The devel-
oped pressure gradient in the x-direction can be calculated
using the inviscid flow solution, which leads to @p=@x ¼ 0.
After eliminating the pressure terms from both Eqs. (7) and
(8), we come to the final equations:
u
@u
@x
þ v @u
@y
¼ 1þ r2x
  @2u
@y2
 rxrxx
1þ r2x
u2  M
1þ r2x
uþ h
1þ r2x
:
ð10Þ
The boundary conditions for the problem in dimensionless
form are written as
u ¼ 0; v ¼ 0; @h
@y
¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þr2x
p at y ¼ 0
u ¼ 0; h ¼ 0; p ¼ 0 as y!1
)
: ð11ÞFor the numerical simulation of the problem represented by
the Eqs. (9) and (10), the following transformations are used:
w¼ 5xð Þ4=5f x;gð Þ;h x;yð Þ¼ 5xð Þ1=5h x;gð Þ;g¼y 5xð Þ1=5; ð12Þ
with w being stream function, which is stated as u ¼ @w=@y
and v ¼ @w=@x. The governing boundary value problem is
reshaped into the following non-dimensional form:
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þ 3
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 
; ð14Þ
fðx; 0Þ ¼ f0ðx; 0Þ ¼ 0; h0ðx; 0Þ ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þr2x
p
f0ðx;1Þ ¼ 0; hðx;1Þ ¼ 0
)
; ð15Þ
where prime notation shows differentiation with respect to g.
The main quantities of concern are the local skin friction
coefficient and local Nusselt number given by
Cfx ¼ sw
qU2
; Nux ¼
xðqw þ n  qrÞy¼r xð Þ
k Tw  T1ð Þ ; ð16Þ
sw and qw are the wall shear stress and surface heat flux respec-
tively, which are given as
sw ¼ l n  ru
 
y¼0; qw ¼ k n  rT
 
y¼0: ð17Þ
The use of Eqs. (12) and (17) into Eq. (16) leads to
CfxGr
1=5= 5xð Þ2=5 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ r2x
q
f00ðx; 0Þ; Nuxx4=5= 5Grð Þ1=5
¼ 1þ
4
3
Rd
 
h x; 0ð Þ :
ð18Þ
3. Numerical implementation
In this section, the process of numerical implementation on
highly non-linear partial differential equation is elaborated.
A finite difference scheme given by Keller and Cebeci [28] is
applied for the solution of governing partial differential
Eqs. (13), (14) with the boundary conditions (15). For the
details of the method, readers are referred to the book [29].
In this scheme the equations are discretized on whole domain
Table 3 Computed numerical values of the temperature
distribution at the wall hðx; 0Þ and skin friction coefficient
f00ðx; 0Þ for different values of Rd when Pr¼ 1; a¼ 0:2; M¼ 1.
x hðx; 0Þ f00ðx; 0Þ
Rd ¼ 0:0 Rd ¼ 1 Rd ¼ 2 Rd ¼ 0:0 Rd ¼ 1 Rd ¼ 2
0 1.6406 2.0903 2.3993 0.25462 0.34668 0.40763
0.25 1.5525 1.9802 2.2729 0.74354 1.0086 1.1843
0.50 1.6284 2.0609 2.3552 0.22228 0.30315 0.35721
0.75 1.6069 2.0477 2.3481 0.71226 0.95922 1.1228
1.00 1.6499 2.0905 2.3904 0.21993 0.30055 0.35450
1.25 1.6344 2.0803 2.3832 0.69449 0.93299 1.0912
1.50 1.6669 2.1131 2.4162 0.21820 0.29809 0.35147
1.75 1.6542 2.1046 2.4099 0.68217 0.91536 1.0702
2.00 1.6811 2.1318 2.4374 0.21680 0.29598 0.34886
2.25 1.6700 2.1243 2.4318 0.67273 0.90199 1.0543
2.50 1.6934 2.1481 2.4558 0.21559 0.29413 0.34657
2.75 1.6834 2.1412 2.4507 0.66510 0.89121 1.0415
3.00 1.7043 2.1624 2.4722 0.21453 0.29249 0.34454
Figure 2 The effect of Rd on Cfx against x when a ¼ 0:2 Pr ¼ 1
and M ¼ 1 are fixed.
2224 T. Javed et al.by choosing small step size in both g and x directions. The
choice of this step size is validated through the grid indepen-
dence test (given in Table 1). In this process several runs for
different step size along g and x are tested and are observed
that for Dg < 0:01 and Dx < 0:005; results do not change. So
keeping this in view the step sizes along g and x are chosen
0.01 and 0.005 respectively to get the more accurate results.
Moreover, the achieved results are validated through the
benchmark [19,27]. In this process first of all, system of higher
order partial differential equation is reduced to the system of
first order partial differential equations. For this purpose,
new variables are introduced as follows:
fg ¼ p; fgg ¼ q; hg ¼ s;
then the equations [16,17] and the boundary conditions defined
in [18] take the following form:
d1
@q
@g
 5xd2p2  3p2 þ 4fqþ h
d1
Mð5xÞ
2=5
d1
p
 5x p @p
@x
 q @f
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 
¼ 0;
d1
Pr
1þ 4
3
Rd
 
@s
@g
 phþ 4fs 5x p @h
@x
 s @f
@x
 
¼ 0;
where
d1 ¼ 1þ r2x; d2 ¼
rxrxx
1þ r2x
;
f x; 0ð Þ ¼ p x; 0ð Þ ¼ 0; s x; 0ð Þ ¼  1ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
d1
p
U x;1ð Þ ¼ 0; h x;1ð Þ ¼ 0
The grids points on (x; g) plane are taken as uniform defined as
x0 ¼ 0; xn ¼ xn1 þ kn; g0 ¼ 0; gj ¼ gj1 þ hj
n; j ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . . ;N
Here n and j are positive integers, which indicate the position
of the grid point on (x; g) plane. The derivatives in g and x-
directions are discretized by finite difference formulas as
follows:Table 2 Comparison of the computed numerical values of the temperature distribution at the wall with the previously published
results hðx; 0Þ for different values of a when Pr ¼ 1; Rd ¼ 0; M ¼ 0.
x a ¼ 0:0 a ¼ 0:1
Present Pop et al. [27] Siddiqa et al. [19] Present Pop et al. [27] Siddiqa et al. [19]
1.500 1.3574 1.3585 1.3574 1.4090 1.4083 1.4098
1.625 1.3574 1.3585 1.3574 1.4116 1.4121 1.4116
1.750 1.3574 1.3585 1.3574 1.4034 1.4061 1.4039
1.875 1.3574 1.3585 1.3574 1.4014 1.4018 1.4026
2.000 1.3574 1.3585 1.3574 1.4086 1.4078 1.4094
2.125 1.3574 1.3585 1.3574 1.4107 1.4112 1.4108
2.250 1.3574 1.3585 1.3574 1.4039 1.4066 1.4044
2.375 1.3574 1.3585 1.3574 1.4021 1.4025 1.4034
2.500 1.3574 1.3585 1.3574 1.4083 1.4074 1.4092
2.625 1.3574 1.3585 1.3574 1.4101 1.4106 1.4104
2.750 1.3574 1.3585 1.3574 1.4042 1.4069 1.4049
2.875 1.3574 1.3585 1.3574 1.4026 1.4030 1.4040
3.000 1.3574 1.3585 1.3574 1.4080 1.4072 1.4091
Figure 3 The effect of Rd on Nux against x when a ¼ 0:2 Pr ¼ 1
and M ¼ 1 are fixed.
Figure 4 The effect of wavy amplitude on Cfx against x when
Pr ¼ 1; Rd ¼ 1 and M ¼ 1 are fixed.
Figure 5 The effect of wavy amplitude on Nux against x when
Pr ¼ 1; Rd ¼ 1 and M ¼ 1 are fixed.
Figure 6 The effect of Pr on Cfx against x when a ¼ 0:2; Rd ¼ 1
and M ¼ 1 are fixed.
Figure 7 The effect of Pr on Nux against x when a ¼ 0:2; Rd ¼ 1
and M ¼ 1 are fixed.
Figure 8 The effect of M on Cfx against x when a ¼ 0:2; Rd ¼ 1
and Pr ¼ 1 are fixed.
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1
k
ðÞnj  ðÞn1j
 
; ðÞnj1=2 ¼
1
h
ðÞnj  ðÞnj1
 
;
and the functions value is replaced by their mean value as
ðÞn1=2j ¼
1
2
ðÞnj þ ðÞn1j
 
; ðÞnj1=2 ¼
1
2
ðÞnj þ ðÞnj1
 
;To cope up the non-linearity of the problem, Newton’s
linearization process is implemented on obtained non-linear
algebraic equations. So by following Newton’s linearization
for (i+ 1)th iterates we can replace the unknown functions as
Figure 9 The effect ofM on Nux against x when a ¼ 0:2; Rd ¼ 1
and Pr ¼ 1 are fixed.
2226 T. Javed et al.fiþ1j ¼ fij þ dfij; piþ1j ¼ pij þ dpij; qiþ1j ¼ qij þ dqij;
hiþ1j ¼ hij þ dhij; siþ1j ¼ sij þ dsijAfter linearization the obtained linear system of algebraic
equations are solved by using block tri-diagonal elimination
scheme.Figure 10 Streamlines for (a) Rd ¼ 0, (b) Rd ¼ 0:5, (c) Rd4. Results and discussion
The present article demonstrates the thermal radiation effect
on hydromagnetic free convection flow along the erected wavy
texture with constant surface heat flux. For the numerical sim-
ulation of the problem, we employed a very proficient and
highly accurate finite difference technique namely Keller-box
method. The technique is very well explained in above section.
To exhibit the accuracy and validity of the developed code,
Table 2 is drawn which shows the comparison of obtained
numerical values of the temperature distribution at the wall
hðx; 0Þ for different x at two different values of a when
Pr ¼ 1; Rd ¼ 0; M ¼ 0 with those presented by Pop et al.
[27] and Siddiqa et al. [19]. Table 3 shows the computed
numerical values of hðx; 0Þ and f00ðx; 0Þ for different values of
Rd when Pr ¼ 1; a ¼ 0:2; M ¼ 1 are fixed. We observe that
the values of hðx; 0Þ and f00ðx; 0Þ increase with the increase of
thermal radiation as well as these values increase periodically
along the surface.
The Effects of involving parameters such as radiation–
conduction parameter, Rd amplitude of waviness a, Prandtl
number Pr, and magnetic parameter M on the local skin
friction Cfx as well as on the local Nusselt number Nux are
demonstrated in Figs. 2–9. Figs. 2 and 3 show the profiles of
Cfx and Nux for various values of Rd and the fixed values of
remaining parameters. These figures exhibit that with the¼ 1 and (d) Rd ¼ 2 while M ¼ 0:5 a ¼ 0:2 and Pr ¼ 1.
Figure 11 Isotherms for (a) Rd ¼ 0, (b) Rd ¼ 0:5, (c) Rd ¼ 1 and (d) Rd ¼ 2 while M ¼ 0:5 a ¼ 0:2 and Pr ¼ 1.
Influence of radiation on vertical wavy surface 2227increase in the values of radiation–conduction parameter Rd
both Cfx and Nux increase. Figs. 4 and 5 illustrate the behavior
of Cfx and Nux for the different values of wavy amplitude a at
fixed values of other parameters respectively. Fig. 4 depicts
that local skin friction Cfx reduces due to increase in the ampli-
tude of waviness. Also a small reduction in the flow rate has
been noticed along the considered rage of wavy texture.
Fig. 5 exhibits that with the rise in the value of amplitude of
waviness, the local Nusselt number declines along the plate.
Figs. 6 and 7 elucidate the trend of same quantities for the
various values of Prandtl number Pr, keeping the other param-
eters constant. A decline in numerical value of Cfx but a rise in
Nux has been noticed due to increase in the value of Prandtl
number Pr. Figs. 8 and 9 explain the effect of magnetic number
on these quantities. A fall in the values of flow rate and heat
transfer rate has been detected due to the intensification of
magnetic field.
The stream lines and isotherms are displayed in Figs. 10
and 11, for variety of values of Rd while other parameters
are kept fixed. It is observed that the numerical values of
wmax rise steadily within the computational domain due to
increase in radiation–conduction parameter Rd. This phe-
nomenon concludes that intensification of Rd results in the rise
of flow rate. Similarly by increasing the magnitude of the radi-
ation parameter Rd, thermal boundary layer thickness
enhances.5. Conclusion
In this study, we have investigated the thermal radiation effect
on hydromagnetic natural convection flow over the erected
wavy surface, when the uniform magnetic field is applied
normal to the flow and the surface is subjected to the constant
heat flux. The governing boundary layer equations in dimen-
sional form are reduced to the dimensionless form after intro-
ducing the appropriated dimensionless variables. The obtained
new system of equations are simulated numerically by develop-
ing a code in matlab based on Keller-box method. It is ensured
that the developed code is highly accurate and rapidly conver-
gent through comparison with the relevant results reported in
other studies in the literature. The computed solution is pre-
sented graphically and in tabular form in terms of skin friction
coefficient, local Nusselt number, stream lines and isotherms.
This investigation concludes the following:
 The intensification of radiation phenomenon grows both
flow and heat transfer rates inside the boundary layer
regime of the flow adjacent to the wavy texture.
 It is important to mention that the rise of amplitude of
waviness in the presence of radiation phenomenon, the fric-
tion to the flow increases and as a result both flow and heat
transfer rates are reduced.
2228 T. Javed et al. The increase in Prandtl number reduces the flow rate but
increases the heat transfer rate in the boundary layer devel-
oped over the wavy texture.
 The behavior of the presence of magnetic field in the normal
direction to the flow over the wavy texture is similar to that
of resistance to the flow. In other words, the flow and heat
transfer rates are controlled by intensification of magnetic
field parameter.
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